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Introduction

_The most important victory is the one which has to arrive._

—Enzo Ferrari

Motor sport is still the prime motivation for automotive engineering studies, with Ferrari still the most successful brand of every product conceived so far. The World Sportscar Championship (WSC) was for many years the most relevant motorsport competition, surpassing F1, NASCAR, and Indy. The championship evolved, from a small number of road events in Europe and North America with gentlemen drivers, to a professional racing series featuring the world’s largest automakers. It may become the avenue for achieving dramatic fuel efficiency improvements in passenger cars while also providing high technical and sporting interest. The aim of this book is to present the latest developments in hybrid powertrains for World Endurance Championship (WEC) prototypes. The sporting competition provides a summary of the 60-year history of the WSC, Le Mans racing and Le Mans racing series. The book is intended for motor enthusiasts, mechanical and automotive engineering students, and automotive industry engineers; from technical staff to executives. Hybrid powertrains are a major area of concern for automotive Research & Development (R&D). Racing innovation must be relevant to production cars. Ideas under development for Le Mans racing prototypes may be beneficial to passenger cars, with relevance strengthened through better regulations for the sporting event. Through a proper introduction and carefully selected SAE papers, readers will appreciate motorsport in general and the WSC specifically.